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Earlier this week the Pennsylvania Legislature passed a spending plan to pay for the
$32 billion budget it passed in July. Last summer’s legislation created a deficit in
excess of $2 billion and a lot of controversy on how to pay for it.

After months of debate and looking at various solutions such as raising and/or
expanding existing taxes, creating new taxes, borrowing money or a combination
thereof, the senate and house settled on a combination of borrowing and adding
gambling licenses. The legislation authorizes a $1.5 billion loan from the tobacco
settlement fund, and generates additional revenue by approving the creation of 10
mini-casinos and allowing video gambling at certain truck stops and airports.
Revenue expected from application and licensing fees is estimated to be about $238
million this fiscal year.  

Noticeably absent are any significant tax increases or new taxes such as the gas
severance tax Governor Wolf has been asking for ever since he was elected. The
legislation does, however, create a sales tax on fireworks and imposes collection
requirements for certain online vendors.

The governor, while indicating support for the plan to borrow $1.5 billion from the
tobacco fund, has reserved comment on the gambling legislation until he has had an
opportunity to review. To learn more about the PA budget, contact us. 

You’ve heard our thoughts… We’d like to hear yours

The Schneider Downs Our Thoughts On blog exists to create a dialogue on issues that are
important to organizations and individuals. While we enjoy sharing our ideas and insights, we’re
especially interested in what you may have to say. If you have a question or a comment about
this article – or any article from the Our Thoughts On blog – we hope you’ll share it with us.
After all, a dialogue is an exchange of ideas, and we’d like to hear from you. Email us at
contactSD@schneiderdowns.com.

Material discussed is meant for informational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as
investment, tax, or legal advice. Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore,
this information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice.
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